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ecosystem
services

ecosystem
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Focus on nature’s services (not goods)

$ ### ### / yr

$ ## ### / yr

$ # ### / yr
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?

$ 0 / yr

$ 0 / yr

$ 0 / yr

$ 0 / yr

$ 0 / yr

Commercial 
value

Fuel provisions

Provision of building materials

Provision of food

(Plus others)

Continental wildlife habitat

Global gas & climate regulation

Recreational opportunities

Local water quality regulation

Local disturbance prevention

Ecosystem benefits to humans

Ecosystem Service Values (ESV) reveal the economic value of nature’s priceless benefits

$ ### ### / yr

$ # ### / yr

$ # ### / yr

$ # ### / yr

$ ## ### /yr

$ ## ### / yr

$ ## ### / yr

Non-market 
value
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ESV supports (but should not determine) sustainability

Protected area:
ESV communicates economic relevance

Area for rehabilitation:
ESV builds benefits side of business case

Developable area:
ESV reveals hidden costs of development 
that should be minimized or mitigated

$100 ESV / yr        $ 300 GDP / yrvs
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Associate (don’t equate) biodiversity with ecosystem services

• High Biodiversity High ESV

Biologically diverse ecosystems 
provide a greater flow of ecosystem 
services than non-diverse systems 
(Hooper et al, 2005; Flombaum & 
Sala, 2008)

• ESV insured by biodiversity

Biologically diverse ecosystems are 
more resilient to change (Parker & 
Cranford, 2010)

• ESV today is a co-benefit of protecting 
biodiversity for the future
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ESV does not equate nor imply “payments to landowners”

Expect that ESV is the “price to pay” for 
conservation

Expect that financial incentives need not 
cover more than the foregone commercial 
benefits from alternative use

Consider financial incentives for regulatory 
compliance

Limit financial incentives to support 
voluntary actions that benefit ecosystems 
but would not have happened anyway

Assume that “payments” are the primary 
tool to apply ESV

Consider a broad range of tools to benefit 
ecosystem services, including regulations 
and various forms of incentives

Do not:Do:
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ESV is a function of its socio-economic & spatial context

• First priority: Undertake site-specific valuation study

• Otherwise: Rely upon spatial value transfer; e.g. Troy & Bagstad (2009)

SOLRIS Class

Hedgerows
Forest

Coniferous forest
Mixed forest

Deciduous forest
Plantations

(etc)

Socio-Econ-Ecol Class

Forest: hedgerow
Forest: urban
Forest: suburban
Forest: non-urban
Forest: adjacent to stream
(etc)

Spatial Context

Population
Buildings

Water

EcoServices

Service 1
Service 2
Service 3
Service 4
Service 5
Service 6
Service 7
Service 8
Service 9

Service 10

Values from Literature

Study1=MIN,MAX or Point $/Ha
Study2=MIN,MAX or Point $/Ha
Study3=MIN,MAX or Point $/Ha
Study4=MIN,MAX or Point $/Ha

(etc)
____

MIN $/Ha
MAX $/Ha

Estimates

AVG $/Ha
AVG $/Ha
AVG $/Ha
AVG $/Ha

(etc)
____

AVG $/Ha
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Expect a mainstreaming of ecosystem services in the future

• Anticipate new tools to model how ESV flows across space, time

• Expect guidelines for appropriate use of ESV

• ESV (and/or Natural Capital measures) likely to complement GDP

“It must be understood that statistics of this character are suggestive and 
indicative rather than strictly accurate; the concept is distinctly intangible 
and there are numerous elements of uncertainty in a calculation of this 
nature.” (Robert Hamilton Coats, 1929 as cited in McDowell 2008)
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